
                                        “Not perfect but growing…our marriage” 
                                                             1 Peter 3:1-7

Hook:  Good marriages are under attack on all fronts in our world today.  It is hard to
have let alone maintain and deepen the H/W relationship.  What’s going on?  There 
are two image bearers in our world today of God.  One is the individual person…In
the image of God He created them male and female!  Secondly….The H/W relation-
ship…Christ the bridegroom and His Church as the bride of Christ.  All Satan has 
left that he and his allies can do is seek to steal, kill and destroy these image bearers.

-There are two primary teachings on the H/W relationship in Scripture—Eph. 5:21-
33 (read) and today’s text 1 Peter 3:1-7.

-Were studying in the book of 1 Peter….
-Purpose of the book:  1 Peter 5:12
-Who Peter is writing to:  1 Peter 1:1
-Definition of Hope:  “The confident assurance of future glory and blessing.”  

-Pray-

-Some will ask in the text, there are more vs.’s written for women (6) then men (1),
What’s going on?  Christians wives at this time were experiencing a whole new 
situation and needed guidance.  In general, women were kept down in the Roman
Empire, and their new freedom in Christ created problems and challenges.  Further-
more many of them had unsaved husbands and needed extra encouragement and
understanding.

-As we begin this study today some great questions to ask for our relationships to
grow and glow:  
1.  Are we partners or competitors?
2.  Are we helping each other become more spiritual?
3.  Are we depending on the externals or the eternals?  The artificial or the real?
4.  Do we understand each other?
5.  Are we sensitive to each others feelings and ideas, or taking each other for
     granted?
6.  Are we enriched because of our marriage, or robbing each other of God’s 
     blessing?
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-Friends, one of the greatest “Living Advertisements” for the Gospel of Jesus
Christ is a growing and glowing H/W relationship.  For our marriages to grow
and glow there are some things we need to deepen in.

1.  1 Peter 3:1-6  Christian Conduct as a wife

-Vs. 1--“In the same way”---The example for the Christian wife is Jesus Christ,
referring back to chapter 2:22-25

-In the same way---what are you to do?  As Christ was submissive and obedient
to God’s will, so a Christian wife should follow His example.  And—being 
true Biblicist here---Eph. 5:21---is for both men and women! He must be our 
example!!!!  WDJD “What did Jesus Do?”

-The command does not require women to be subordinate to men in general but 
to their husbands as a function of order within the home.  A wife is to accept her
place in the family under the leadership of her husband whom God has placed as
Head in the home.

-There is nothing degrading about submission to authority or accepting God’s 
order.  It is a willing “Yieldedness” for God’s glory to her partner in the home.

-1b-2, It is an opportunity to win an unsaved husband to Christ. It is the character
and conduct of the wife that will win the lost husband, not arguments, but an 
attitude of submission, love, understanding, kindness and patience.  Note these are
qualities of the Fruit of the Spirit Christian women, they can’t be manufactured!

-A Christian wife must encourage her husband and help him grow strong in the
Lord…..Men, as a Christian husband we must minister to our wife and help 
beautify her in the Lord (Eph. 5:25-30)

-Vs. 3-4, This is all new to the readers, it is your character that makes the difference
in the home….Story of Patty (Dr.’s wife).  “This adornment of the Spirit” is of 
great worth in God’s sight.  The world prizes costly clothing and gold and jewelry,
but a gentle and quiet spirit is God honoring!

-Peter warned that the Roman women, wore expensive garments, and jewelry all
for the purpose of impressing each other.  

-Glamour is artificial and external; true beauty is real and internal.
-Glamour is something a person can put on and take off, but true beauty is always
  present!
-Glamour is corruptible; it decays and fades.  True beauty from the heart grows
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more powerful as the years pass.  “A Christian woman who cultivates the beauty
of the inner person will not have to depend on cheap externals.  God is concerned
about values, not prices.”

-Vs. 5-6, Peter closed this section by pointing to Sarah as an example of a godly,
submissive wife.  Though she was not perfect her name is recorded in the great
Hall of Faith in Heb. 11!  

-“The believing wife who submits to Christ and to her husband, and who cultivates
the gentle and quiet spirit will never have to be afraid.  God will watch over her
even when her unsaved mate creates problems and difficulties for her.”   
2.  Vs. 7, The Christian Conduct as Husbands  (six responsibilities)

1.  Submit to them---seek their best interest, fulfilling who God created them to
be, not what we want them to be!

2.  Live with them---Physical presence---Dwell with---Attitude of the home set 
by you!  Providing for spiritual, emotional, physical needs!

3.  Understand—Know your wife’s feelings, needs, fears, hopes and dreams!

4.  Honor---“as a fellow heir of the grace of God!”  Peter did not suggest that a
wife is “the weaker vessel!”  Mentally, morally or spiritually, but rather 
generally speaking “Physically.”  In many cases they are stronger than us in 
those three areas….

-The husband must honor—treat his wife like an expensive, beautiful, fragile 
vase, in which is a precious treasure!  Respecting his wife’s feelings, thinking
and desires.  May not agree always, but “Respect and Honor” her!

5.  Enrich her!!!  Helping her to be all God created her to be as a fellow heir of
“Grace!!!”

6.  Praying for her!!!  You don’t grant her honor---your prayers will be 
hindered!!!  Peter challenges husbands to understand, that when you do not
honor your wife with consideration/understanding you cannot expect to 
have your prayers answered.

A Living Advertisement in the home for His glory happens when both the H/W
accept their responsibility to follow Christ’s example of Submission and a 
willingness to give totally of yourself for the welfare of the other…regardless!
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